HOUR BONUS #6: FAMILY AFFAIR – SPORTS

Part I. Fathers and Sons

A. Name two sets of grandfather/father/son(s) in major league baseball.
   1. (a) ______________________________________________________
      (b) ______________________________________________________
      (c) ______________________________________________________
      (d) ______________________________________________________
   2. (a) ______________________________________________________
      (b) ______________________________________________________
      (c) ______________________________________________________

B. Name four current NFL quarterbacks who are sons of former NFL quarterbacks.
   1. ______________________________________________________
   2. ______________________________________________________
   3. ______________________________________________________
   4. ______________________________________________________

C. Name the only two sets of major league baseball fathers/sons to play together on the
   same team in the same game.
   1. (a) ______________________________________________________
      (b) ______________________________________________________
   2. (a) ______________________________________________________
      (b) ______________________________________________________

D. Name eight fathers and sons to appear on the covers of Sports Illustrated (at separate
times).
   1. (a) ______________________________________________________
      (b) ______________________________________________________
   2. (a) ______________________________________________________
      (b) ______________________________________________________
   3. (a) ______________________________________________________
      (b) ______________________________________________________
4. (a) __________________________________________
   (b) __________________________________________
5. (a) __________________________________________
   (b) __________________________________________
6. (a) __________________________________________
   (b) __________________________________________
7. (a) __________________________________________
   (b) __________________________________________
8. (a) __________________________________________
   (b) __________________________________________

E. Name a French Open tennis champion and NCAA basketball champion son.
   1. __________________________________________
   2. __________________________________________

**Part II. Record Holders**

A. Name the brothers who have hit the most home runs in Major League Baseball.
   1. __________________________________________
   2. __________________________________________

B. Name the brothers who have the most wins in Major League Baseball.
   1. __________________________________________
   2. __________________________________________

C. Name the brothers who have the most points in the NHL.
   1. __________________________________________
   2. __________________________________________

**Part III. Brothers and Sisters**

A. Woman tennis legend and '70s SF Giants relief pitcher
   1. __________________________________________
   2. __________________________________________
B. Brother UCLA basketball star and sister USC basketball star in the '80s, and both played in the pros
   1. ____________________________________________
   2. ____________________________________________

C. Brother and sister UCLA basketball stars in the '70s, also both played in the pros
   1. ____________________________________________
   2. ____________________________________________

D. U.S. Olympian speed skaters
   1. ____________________________________________
   2. ____________________________________________

Part IV. Sports and Non-Sports

A. NBA '70s forward and beach group rock star
   1. ____________________________________________
   2. ____________________________________________

B. '60s female U.C. Berkeley radical black activist and NFL defensive back
   1. ____________________________________________
   2. ____________________________________________

C. "Tighten' Up" soul singer of the Drells and USC Heisman trophy running back
   1. ____________________________________________
   2. ____________________________________________

D. Gotta Believe Mets relief pitcher and country music star son
   1. ____________________________________________
   2. ____________________________________________

Part V. Miscellaneous

Brothers named in baseball's Mitchell Report (steroids/human growth hormone, etc.)
   1. ____________________________________________
   2. ____________________________________________
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